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Nightadoration (scene from an imaginary play)



Jim  Peters

It’s been pointed out that Jim Peters’s paintings of the nude or better to say naked model have something 
in common with Pierre Bonnard’s, inasmuch as in both cases they are of a perfect intimacy and are of the 
painter’s wife. 

Bonnard’s paintings of his wife in the bathroom have a loving sensuality not as idealized or exuberant as 

surroundings, the bathroom and what is seen of the house, are bourgeois, comfortable, and unpretentious. 
Marthe, the wife, seems even-tempered and without ego. 

Peters’s paintings are nothing like this. They are of a young woman of today – these times – whose tem-
perament can be evident as she is rendered again and again, boldly but with reverence even when she is 
lying suggestively across a mattress or bed with its chalky sheets, and for what other reason would she be 
lying there? One never tires of her, the paintings say. She has little concern for where she is. The rooms 
or enclosures are shabby, unpainted or many times repainted. Sometimes we are in an artist’s studio or 
a makeshift bedroom, the old Chelsea Hotel or some attic in Our Lady of the Flowers. There is a dismissive 
disorder. It is like a rehearsal on a bare stage for some intensely erotic play. At other times the interiors are 
complex and evocative. Can they have just made love with her wearing glasses? There are broken blinds 
on the window. It’s clearly urban, but there’s a sense of the sea. 

In Chicago, when Simone de Beauvoir was in love with and living with Nelson Algren, there was no tub – 
she had to go to one of his friends’ to take a bath. There’s a photograph of her that was stolen, that is, taken 
without her knowledge in which she stands before the sink, completely naked, her back to us, her arms 

In the paintings it seems there is also a suggestion of the Orient – Japan or the pre-war French colonial 
life – some of the things that evoke this are the simplicity, the poise, the silent concentration on subject, 

about other things entirely, or sleeping, or merely seeming wanton. They have a small child who is some-
times seen. They are inseparable, the three of them. The paintings are the profane pages of their life. 

they mean. 

He paints the way I think.
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Show Off 2003
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‘To  be  Passionately  Accepted’

I

Most of Jim Peters’s art does not invite easy access. It is deeply, perhaps essentially, private in a way that is 
surprising for such ostensibly frank and open work, and far more complex and subtle than its overt genre 
characteristics might initially make it seem. Almost always, his subjects are turned away from the viewer, 

are interacting with each other directly. Their agenda has nothing to do with a possible viewer; a moment 
 
 

Fischl, are almost always absent. During the longest period of his working life, Peters typically placed his 

space in which they reside is theirs, not conventional pictorial space. His interiors – and almost all of his 
work is set in a room – are claustral, dark, hard, and dingy; they have become the way they are through a  
long process of private activity, neglect, entropy, of life idiosyncratically lived, of an unconcern with what 
 might be going on in other domiciles nearby or how life is being lived there. There is a kind of squalor to  
them, the squalor of the life of artists, whose fundamental indifference to everything but their passion is  
evident in the antiquity of the cheap, almost caricature- or Guston-like appliances scattered here and there 
among the pictures, the spare furnishings and unwholesome mattresses, jerry-rigged antennas and bald  
light bulbs, and pictures tacked to chipped and peeling walls onto which their occupants have had no 
qualms about writing or painting directly if the need or whim arose. These are lives that take place  
orthogonally to the life of the viewer and to the vast majority of ordinary society. 

Anthony Powell remarked, “No one knows what goes on inside of a marriage.” The marital relationship 
is inherently a sort of folie à deux
are necessarily opaque to those outside – which is not to say that they are necessarily transparent to those 
within the relationship either. After all, there is a fundamental level on which everyone’s life is a mystery, 
even to him or herself. Peters’s work, until recently, revealed something of the secret life of lovers at the 
same time that it despaired of ever adequately entering the private life of the beloved. Many of the quiet, 
solitary, intimate moments he has depicted are, in fact, the work of his fevered imagination, the result 
of an unrelenting need to know what his lover is doing, feeling, or thinking, and at precisely those times 
when she is not with him, when she drifts back into herself and the compacts of love slip into abeyance, 
or at least so he might have imagined. Of course, that is a futile effort, and the very seed of obsession, but 

said, “If I imagined two kingdoms adjoining one another, with one of which I was fairly well acquainted, 
and altogether unfamiliar with the other, and I was not allowed to enter the unknown realm, however 
much I desired to do so, I should still be able to form some conception of its nature. I could go to the limits 
of the kingdom with which I was acquainted and follow its boundaries, and as I did so, I should in this way 
describe the boundaries of this unknown country, and thus without ever having set foot in it, obtain a 
general conception of it. And if this were the task, and if I was indefatigable in my desire to be accurate, it 
would doubtless sometimes happen that, as I stood sadly at my country’s boundary and looked longingly 
into the unknown country, which was so near to me and yet so far away, that some little revelation might 
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yet be vouchsafed me.” If what we so achingly crave to know is still denied us, at least we may have dis-
covered something about ourselves in the process; and this is, perhaps, all the revelation we can hope for.

The unknown kingdom of Peters’s paintings is as much his own memory, and perhaps his own desire, as 
it is the private world of his beloved, a place of moments not so much lost as always eluding our grasp, 
which suddenly emerge like a great cat in the jungle of experience and then slip back into the loom of time, 
forever colored with the spontaneous exhilaration that no amount of conscious effort can ever recapture. 
As often as we can say, “Verweile doch, du bist so schön,” the moment is always lost already, and the fury 
with which we chase it down only drives it further away. Or perhaps it never comes at all. 

and dispositions are recapitulated temporally, and then vertically, in his constant process of wiping his  
canvases and repainting them, often leaving traces of the lost earlier work within the new painting, a 

a visual environment in which seemingly extraneous elements – from no longer existing images – persist 
against conventional pictorial logic, and which certainly alludes to the vagaries of memory, or conversely, 
to the freedom of fantasy. Often Peters depicts the ghostly residues of the process by which the present 

its contents until just that thing that is plaguing the artist emerges, but by means of which he is already 
affecting the verisimilitude of his recollections. The decay and the creative power of memory, two con-
stant and natural processes, are at work from the moment of inception to alter what we have experienced 
and to put it irrevocably out of our reach, but also to consolidate it as that thing which has the power to 
compel. Peters thematizes the process of mutation in his very method, which sifts by subtle degrees into 
the work itself.

In Peters’s work, the boundary between life, including fantasy life, and art is labile, a fact that he  
consciously addresses in the innovative body of work in which he has seamlessly inserted large-scale  
photographs into the fabric of a painted environment or, conversely, extended a “real,” i.e., a photographic,  
scenario, into the fantastic world of paint. Ironically, the photographs in these paintings are the elements 
that do not feel so “real” next to the painted portions. The latter have an energy, a vitality, or a “soul” that 
the other lacks, and the mere fact that Peters is devoting rapt attention to the often mostly empty spaces 
adjoining the photographic components suggests a dissatisfaction with what the photograph, or life, can 

the artist cannot do what light itself can, he is simultaneously saying that experience without memory, 

the echo of a faded memory. Of course, a photograph never contains what we think we remember, in spite 
of our faith in its faithfulness. The dynamic or the tension between the photograph and the paint reveals 

it also makes it clear that he is not depicting reality, that the purpose of painting is not to depict reality at 
all, but to create reality from inadequate sources.



In the hybrid photo/paintings, Peters draws our attention to the fact that he is making an image of an  
image – the latter of which can be as simple as a retinal image, though the phenomenology remains the 
same. In these works he is frequently depicting what is, in reality, a painted environment, mainly walls, 
and which are the “same” walls that extend out of the photographs. He is painting paint, or an image of 
paint. His fascination with painted surfaces is evident throughout his work, and accounts for content that 

 
constituting quasi-abstract digressions from the central subject, and which often invite narrative  
understandings of their own, not just of the passage of time that has made them what they are, but in the 
frequent suggestion that they are self-contained iconographic spaces, a sort of induced pareidolia. Like the 
processes by which the surfaces of the cave paintings in Ajanta, with which Peters has asserted a particular  

 

be seen as meta-painting, or a level of attention to the meaning of painting itself from which his overtly 
-

tion to the minute subtleties or textures of the paint on a surface, or Rodchenko or Reinhardt to relative  
densities and values that arise from the nature and potential of the painted medium, Peters’s work,  

evocations of the possibilities of paint, like an illustrated survey of what paint can do or become.

Henna Afternoon 

(Toulouse) 

Oil on canvas, 

(Earlier state of 

Pas de Deux,
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Aspects of Peters’s work are excruciatingly, exquisitely, realistic, but no single work extends the realistic 
conceit throughout the canvas. There are always reminders that we are looking at paint and at the process 
of making paint communicate in certain ways, even that while doing so we are accepting historical and 

present “technical” aspect of the work keeps us squarely in that region of tension between art and reality,  
or history and memory, that is Peters’s special realm. The tendency for the casual viewer is to see the work 

 

to food is rendered so plausible by the great writer’s art, the story of a real, if quite singular, individual, 

embracing them as works of art, on the other, I think the reasons for that are perhaps more reasons why 
genuine art simply isn’t for everyone, regardless of its universality.

in various states of attention and not discreetly hidden from view, and there are, apparently, still citizens 

women on equal footing in a historical practice, viz., the depiction of the nude, which has been almost 
exclusively devoted to the celebration of sexual property, either individually or socially, could certainly 
perturb a retrograde sensibility.

Presumably this would be unproblematic, but naked bodies that do not self-evidently satisfy accepted 
standards of erotic expectation, but which instead seem to have been created to rebuff or embarrass the 
viewer or to gratify only the idiosyncratically loving gaze of the one viewer for whom they truly exist, are 
disconcerting. I rather think that in identifying just that curve or just that disposition of limb that excites 

 
 

exemplars of universal beauty. They are, rather, singular individuals who have been depicted as though 

They have been portrayed by an eye more devoted and hand more loving than almost any bodies I have 
known in art, and they are therefore more real, more human…and more threatening.

 
indulged whenever the desire might arise, unlike most people with ordinary lives, jobs, families, etc. He is  
offering a disturbing glimpse into the Bohemia that would upend the world if it could, reprioritizing the  
obvious values that everything civilization has achieved has been at pains to suppress or to compartmen-
talize into approved times and places. Sex, like art, is a realm of freedom, though it, too, has largely been 
coopted by the banal forces of commerce.

or schedules or regular habits, at least not as commonly understood; that, in fact, they do not regard such 
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profess to want nothing more fervently than to escape into perpetual weekends, holidays…or retirement. 
Obviously, having the courage of one’s convictions, or even knowing what they are, is not for everyone, 
and for that perhaps we should be thankful.

the ordinary reaction to the nude in art, even to the sexually engaged nude, is not invoked by his work. 

sucked out of the viewer’s philoscopic relationship to the object.

unique truth, especially when it results in image after image that might seem simply repetitive to viewers 
without an emotional stake in the matter, is perhaps a bit much to ask of an art audience nowadays. It is 
said that the average amount of time museum-goers spend in front of a picture is twenty seconds. That 
factors in the several minutes an art-besotted enthusiast might accord to a particularly sumptuous canvas.

Jim Peters’s work represents a strong difference of opinion from the common view of what is beautiful and 
worthwhile, and it has, accordingly, tended to be misunderstood, or spurned, or seen with the resentful 
eyes of guilt, disappointment, or indignation. Those who didn’t love, who didn’t work for the joy of it, who 
forgot the meaning of play, who accepted the values of the “adult” world without ever having examined 
them, of course they are not likely to embrace, or even to see, what is sublime in his art. And yet it is  
precisely them that it awaits.

II

cursory view of the development of the work suggests that it falls into three basic periods: an apprentice-
ship in which the artist is searching for a perspective on his theme, a mature body of work in which the 
same subject recurs repeatedly in a variety of dispositions and environments, and the more recent body of 
work produced subsequent to the artist’s divorce and remarriage, which extends and transforms some of 
the basic themes and approaches of the previous mature work. 

The early work is characterized by manifest overtones of anxiety, both in the appearance of its  
subjects and in the often complicated scenarios in which they are depicted almost as prisoners or victims, 
sometimes including obscure apparatuses and generally tending toward allegory. The work is extremely 
interesting and would merit close analysis on its own, but in the overall context of Peters’s work, it is 
merely transitional.

images in recent years, consists mostly of fantastic re-creations, projections, or investigations of his  
domestic life during the time of his marriage to artist Vicky Tomayko. It is here that Peters gradually 
comes to an intimate understanding of his subject, which enables him to portray her as a being quite 

The Blue  
Divan Her Emanations and The Present
The work often seems fraught with the tension between reality and an imagined relationship to his  

 



surfaces of which take on locally abstract qualities, and which often run to shades a good deal more ashen, 
or even black, than to those within the normal register of skin tones. Many of these works consist of 
blacks, grays, and neutrals relieved by only a single primary or secondary color, which naturally tends 

Truro Mother [p. 29], Henna Afternoon (Toulouse) [p. 5], Red Studio [p. 34], Night 
Visitor  
wistfulness, suspicion, anxiety, and tranquility. If one work might be said to typify the emotional  
constellation that underlies the work of this period, perhaps it is Readers, in which both members of  
a couple more or less engaged in sexual congress are at the same time reading books, as if they are still 
not clear as to what it is that they want from their relationship and are furiously taking some last-minute 
counsel from literature, or consolidating the models on which they’d based their ideal of love. In either 
case, they would seem to be making love at cross purposes. 

Readers 2004
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The peculiar tensions and resolutions in the art of this extensive second body of work are complex and, 
as in any real art, beyond the explicit control, or even the understanding, of the artist. The distance and 

 
failures of his own domestic and erotic life, projecting them as her self-consciousness in his depiction of 
her putative state of mind. That she never faces the artist/viewer might well testify as much to his inability 
to establish the human connection he craves with the object of his love, as to her emotional recalcitrance. 
The constant, almost compulsive, practice of effacing his canvases during this period would seem to  

and failed to realize. In trying to create the ideal he has imagined in his art, he always runs up against the 
contradiction of the reality that simply does not comport with it, and the inevitable dissatisfaction might 
result in the repeated effort to make them come to terms in the artwork. Psychoanalytically, the action 

his failure. In any event, Peters’s subjects here are, if highly suggestive, impenetrable, ultimately because 
he has made them that way.

The current body of work, which dates from 2008 to the present, and which itself shows a develop- 
 
 

is gone, and his new subjects are at ease, if sometimes contemplative, demonstratively engaged with each 
other, and often playful. There is a manifest joy in the work, which is apparent even in its new means 
of applying paint, the brightening of outlines or eschewing them altogether, Peters’s at least occasional 
recourse to a more spontaneous mode and tempo of painting than in the previous work, and in tending, 
if not to invite the viewer into the scene, at least not to repel him. The subject now sometimes faces the 
viewer or, when engaged in her own thoughts or activities, is portrayed in a state of repose, contentment, 
or concentration. The artist himself, both as character and as onlooker, no longer gives the impression of 

fact, the work itself is often literally collaborative, incorporating photographs co-created by Carr or texts 
she has written, as well as bearing witness in general to the constant dialogue of the artists. The large-scale 
masterpiece Whose Dream is This? clearly embodies their fundamental artistic and emotional symbiosis, and 
even invokes some of the symbolic or allegorical elements of the earliest work, but in a self-contained way 
that refers only inwardly into the lives of the protagonists, a distinct and vibrant enrichment of what had 

The art of Jim Peters represents a focused life-long effort to understand love, the objects of his own passion,  
and himself, to depict the subtle and hidden sorrows and joys of marriage, to explore the elemental  

that had driven him through decades of fevered questioning, imagining, and self-recrimination. Seeing 
the incarnations through which his obsession has passed placed side by side is the visual Bildungsroman of 
a uniquely driven, yet oddly universal soul, the record of a long and turbulent journey of self-discovery. I 
can’t take my eyes off of it.



Bed Tent 

Oil, conte, wax, photo (collaboration with Kathline Carr) on primed paper, 29” x 40”



Whose  Dream  is  This?

from you, some part will always be leaving, will never be yours – maybe no part of her, maybe none of her, 
ever was. In here, in this room, the TV is never on, the bed is never made, no one ever wears clothes, not 

sent his Angel down to tell you how your life is now forever changed…? Hold onto that moment, paint it 
– the before – because once the Angel touches your shoulder, once She whispers the word into you, it will 
be impossible to turn back, there is no going back, there never was. Back is simply the ground we stand on, 
back is each blade of grass, back is the beautiful uncut hair of boys, pushing up into her back from below…

~

you’ve been in this room, you’ve 
felt this before There, right there, the torn curtain, 
we lived inside that, for awhile. The key is likely in the same hiding spot the key was always in, you could let 

tried, remember? 

bodies never collapsed, we never despised our bodies, not for long, yet we were as spent as drying paint. 

~

An ancient Buddha said “A painted rice cake does not satisfy hunger.” Dogen comments:

“There are few who have ever seen ‘this painting of a rice cake’ and none of them has fully understood it. 

“The paints for painting rice-cakes are the same as those used for painting mountains and waters. 

“If you say the painting is not real, then the material phenomenal world is not real, the Dharma is not real.

“Unsurpassed enlightenment is a painting. The entire phenomenal universe and the empty sky are nothing  
but a painting. 

hunger you never become a true person.” 

~

Painted hunger. The light is sepia, which means all this is remembered.

chambre de bonne, naked. 

The point is not that we are invited in. 



The point is not that we are allowed to watch. 

By now two other lovers are in that bed, a parade of lovers has passed through that room, through that 
city, through our minds, by now.

Through our minds. 

point, that’s not what this is about, at some point we are all naked. 

Her hair is still orange. The light is always low. 

~

aside: 
the paints for painting 

rice-cakes are the same as those used for painting mountains and waters

Her orange hair. The hair is not hair, it is paint, yet we know her hair is orange. At the opening she will, at 
some point, stand beside the paintings, some of which also have photographs of her incorporated inside 

Maybe before her there was another muse, maybe a small parade of muses, and they too would stand in the 
middle of the gallery at the openings, surrounded by memory. 

~

My hand reaches up to you, a body that says not yet not yet once more again please please please again & again. 

In a room, in an echo, in an opening. 

The walls push in. Outside the window it is night, outside the night is, well, that’s like asking what’s on the 

your lover’s ass contains it, the bend in the universe and the whatever unnamable beyond. Of course the 

the curve of the earth seen from 35,000 miles, just as the wall contains all the hands that manifest the wall, 

~ 
If you can say, Touch yourself while you look at me, if you can say, I want to see you make yourself come, if you 
can let her hold your wrist while you jerk off, resisting for a moment falling into each other, allowing her 
to see you, for once. 



clock, of course we can make this everything –  

our own eyes while fucking, we look into ourselves as strangers, uncomprehending, as if the answer were 
there. Is this who I’ve been all along? Is this the me outside of who I am? 

~

 

in what we call it’s elaborate mating ritual
if you lay still in that exact spot, your back pressing into the grass or the grass pressing into your back  

will land on your chest when it returns from its airborne fuck. 

children. 

~

it with paint as he opens mine, if he could be the one to kneel, on all fours, if he could see his own ass, 
in all its beauty, in all its horror, in all its ridiculous glory, if he could only let the paint have its own life,  
outside of his hand. This is what happens – imagine walking down a hotel hallway, each door numbered, the  
numbers either going up or going down. Someone has just stepped out of a shower, someone has cracked 

couldn’t explain to anyone why. Maybe you say, I am wired this way, maybe you say, This is the way the world 
works, maybe you say nothing. 

notes: 

Dogen, “Painting of a Rice Cake.” [the epigraph to Gary Snyder’s Mountains and Rivers Without End, via Mark Conway]



[Driven  to  Paint:]  Jim  Peters’s  [Unusual  R]id[e]
Cynthia Huntington 
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Rest/All 2009

Oil on canvas, 

46” x 63”

(Earlier state of 

TV

June
August
now
   more
     more  than

 natural   

     stop
  posing
     and

remain

 
This poem is an erasure. All words are taken, in the order they appeared in the article, from 

Art New England, Oct-Nov 2009.

Below: “Rest/All no longer exists as a physical painting.  It was altered and twice painted over, 
eventually becoming TV
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Capturing  Love:  Jim  Peters’s  Figure  Paintings
Ellen Howards

career in the United States Navy. In the quiet hours spent below decks while serving aboard an aircraft 
carrier, this promising young physicist began to draw. He fell in love with painting, went to art school, and 
never looked back.

Peters has taken his foundation in classical painting to create an edgy modernist vision. He is a superb 

then texture, which he achieves by a constant scraping down of the surface with a palette knife, or a 

alone. Peters captures intimate moments in enclosed spaces, which contrast architectural backgrounds 

all, his paintings are about love, and the love of painting.

Two paintings in which the importance of color and line are nearly equal, are Red Studio, Blue Sky 
No Red Studio evokes a warm, receptive, 

No
background. 

In Red Studio, Blue Sky, 
wistfully at the city below. She rests on one arm, the other bent at the elbow, her hand gracefully holding 

her slightly canted head looks content, dreamy. The verticals created by her supporting arm and legs are 
echoed in the vertical blocks of color representing a black column and the window, which is painted on 

and a touch of burnt sienna in her hair. She is crouched on a translucent white bed, which looks more like a 

of the studio are more complex, and somewhat abstract. There is a light bulb at the center, a recurring 
object in several of Peters’s paintings, and an area with paint jars and brushes. A black vertical beam leads 
to a horizontal beam near the ceiling, which helps delineate the vibrant abstract wall of orange, red, white, 
yellow, brown, and gray, in a technique which blurs drawing and painting. 

balanced with the horizontal, the light balanced with the dark. 

For years, Peters often would add extra panels of wood to the side or top of a painting – creating a window 

add pieces of metal, plates of glass, and sculptural objects to expand the two-dimensional painting into 



Untitled (Reclining Figure)
Shrine of the Annunciation Window in Auvillar
No includes a piece of wood which extends the line of the painting upwards to continue the composition 
beyond its rectangular frame. 

No

composition. The background incorporates some of the principles of classical perspective, yet in this piece 

importance. The light source is implied by the color, suggesting that somewhere off the canvas there 

of red shadows her dark red hair. Her elbows and knee continue the rectilinear forms, and just above the 
contour of her foot is a man’s outstretched arm, pushing her away. A small translucent speech bubble 

She wears a swimsuit with vertical black stripes and a black waistband, which echo the linear compositional 

begins to remove the top of her swimsuit. She appears distant, or is it that her lover has distanced himself 
from their union? 

In this portrait, the vibrancy and movement are achieved by the use of linear angles and blocks of color. 
The bursts of blues, the touch of yellow, the planes of color, make this a lively painting. A darker palette 

Several years later, his work begins a gradual transformation in palette, gestural line, and painterly style. 
Kate Reading
lies on a bed reading a book with a contented look on her face. She is nude but for the hint of tiny bikini 

to ground the space. Here, Peters’s palette and style are evolving slightly: her red hair punctuates the 
painting, but he includes red stripes in the sheets and in her striped socks, heightening the overall color 
scheme.

Jim Peters’s paintings of couples explore the many emotions, tensions, and expressions of love in physical 
form. Golden Room , Whose Dream is This? , Shadow , and 74 Rue de Charonne

depict the couple in various stages of sexual activity. His palette is often subdued, reminiscent of northern 

the forms. The restrained use of color then ignites the composition, heightening the contrast between 
light and dark.



In one of the mid-career paintings, Golden Room
shirt, the female with her hand on her neck, drawing the viewer’s eye up to that spot. In this moment 

a camera in a moment in time. The lovers’ quiet anticipation is illuminated by a rich sunlit golden hue 

symbolizing the foundation of passion. 

The dynamics of new love and discovery radiate from Whose Dream is This?

outstretched, her head thrown back, her long red hair falling down into space. The black background area 

might beg the question: what force is driving his dream? The raw canvas includes prior sketched lines 

Closer to the bottom, in smaller white letters, are the words, “to be passionately accepted.” 

All around the painting, little surprise images, symbols and words appear: near the remains of an earlier 

is sexually and emotionally open, her dramatically lit head recalls cabaret faces by Degas and Toulouse-
Lautrec. The painting is aglow with emerging discovery of the beloved, who has appeared as a dream, just 
beginning to materialize, in an early transformation toward full realization of the new relationship. As 

story begins here, the setting is immaterial, the drama of possibility and magic is all hers. 

In 74 Rue de Charonne

undertones contrast with the burst of the beloved’s sensuous, long red hair, which leads up her back to 

who lies horizontally across the bed, his penis resting in full view, his arms crossed, with one hand cupping 
her breast, the other hand holding a cigarette. The smoke rises up in the shape of an inverted bell, which 

the viewer back in and around the canvas, making it a masterpiece of contemporary romantic realism.

the artist experiments with line and form is entirely Peters’s own. In this intimate night scene, too much 
color would be distracting in a story richly yet succinctly told. It is a story you want to read over and over; 
it is a joyous painting, resonating with those best moments of mutual physical love. As in his other works, 

the woman’s left hip, she is a writer. A photorealist or neoclassicist might have painted over them to clarify 
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her contour, but Peters uses his own artistic vocabulary. Follow the vibrant, luxurious long braid of her red 

band-aid on her right thigh. The folds in the blankets form a circle around the couple, the angles made 

His face is invisible; she is the dominant subject of the painting. This is the moment of pure knowledge, of 
viewing the beloved in the clarity of love: we see what is most beautiful in her, as the artist sees her. His 
face is irrelevant; its presence is implied in her glow, in his creative act as painter. 

The lines are carefully rendered – we may see Degas, Cezanne or Picasso before Cubism. Peters plays with 
gesture and texture in his brushstrokes, his layers of paint, with areas of nearly raw canvas, areas with 
matte paint and with glazed surfaces, making the blacks even more black. In this painting, he has captured 
the beginning of love: she is not the dream, nor the ideal, but the culmination of longing, and they retreat 
together to form this world of two. 

in a personal paradise. The room is in Paris, but the world the couple has created is complete within the 
circle of their bed. Though the colors are dark, this is a joyous painting. Like the camera on the bookshelf, 
the artist has captured a moment in time, one that will never recur.

it, because it is not voyeuristic, it is not vulgar. It follows a long tradition of nudes as classical goddesses, 
nymphs and lovers in the history of academic painting. His is done in the context of a marriage of the most 
intimate moments that bind man to woman at the deepest level of physical expression. 

In Shadow

at the apex of the triangular composition. Here, the arrangement of bended knees and elbows nearly 
transform the triangular composition into a cross. She turns to her lover, removing her bra, her face mask-
like and foreboding in the low-angled light.

sinking towards death and darkness as his young beauty, and his future, looms above. He is already spent, 
it seems, his left hand placed over his heart, his right forearm holding on to her leg. He looks up at love 
and sees the shadow of his own death behind her. The dark shadow follows the line of her legs, up the wall 

in on them, in a room with no visible means of escape. Shadow is the most dramatic and symbolic painting 
in the exhibition.

Peters has introduced a different palette, using an uncharacteristic green for the walls, speckled with 
reddish-orange, its chromatic complement. He wears a sleeveless blue shirt, his head shape reminiscent of 
Picasso’s capped Harlequins. The shadow in this interpretation as symbol harkens back to Rembrandt, to 



th and 16th

appears in works by Goya, Picasso and his Spanish predecessors. 

in a painting; in some religious traditions, the mirror is covered in the house of the departed. This is 

go, or it symbolizes that vanity is to be abolished in the time of mourning. The mirror is sometimes seen 

another. In earlier generations, one superstition held that if a camera captures your image, it captures your 
soul. Because these are the only objects in the painting, their symbolism yields various interpretations. 
Usually Peters’s cameras symbolize the artist, whose job it is to capture images and stop time. 

This painting is imbued with elements of art historical masters and traditions. But the dramatic piece is 
the singular work of Jim Peters, and could be confused with no other. Shadow is a masterpiece of technique, 
spirit, an emotional tour-de-force. None of his other domestic scenes explore the looming inevitability of 
mortality. 

Whose Dream is This?, 74 Rue de Charonne, and Shadow, tell the progression of a magical, mature new love 
drama. In these recent paintings, the ongoing story of the artist’s life unfolds. It starts with the dream – 

two, and then on to this most dramatic and foreboding image of the lovers, the shadow of death lurking 
over them, the woman standing, her older lover looking up from below, holding on to her, and to life itself. 

For over thirty years, Peters’s passion as a painter has been to render the intimacy, tension, and passion of 
long-term love. As his work matures, so do his paintings continue to evolve.
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Kathline Carr

Birdshot 

Charcoal, acrylic medium, wire stitching, wax, 
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Collaboration  and  Negotiation:  
The  Ties  that  Bind
Kathline Carr

In Père Lachaise Cemetery, a couple of blocks from the apartment we were staying in, Jim and I looked for 
Unica Zürn’s and Hans Bellmer’s gravesite, amidst the statuary and map-laden tourists. On our circuitous 

Unica are not on the list of important dead, so a combination of perusing the maps of others and dumb luck 

unstable than the two of us are; but there’s a temperamental resemblance. Zürn was a writer, taking on a 
visual practice as well, in the form of exquisite drawings that are at once trippy and technically complex. 
She and Bellmer collaborated as lovers and sharers of close space: I am speaking particularly of the rope 
works, clearly assembled and photographed in their studio apartment. Zürn is tied up like a roast and  

To live with Bellmer, Unica left her children behind, and she was stripped of her parental rights. Bellmer, 
who was almost certainly an alcoholic, and Unica, a diagnosed schizophrenic, lived together in poverty 

a granite slab engraved with “My love will follow you into eternity.” The bindings become more symbolic 
of the intertwining of their lives and practices, the more one learns about the way they lived together. The 
binding joined and constricted them, fused their respective madness into a multi-headed hydra writhing 
on the fringes of the mid-century surrealist art scene in Paris.

Jim’s and my collaborative practices grow out of a similar binding, a continuation of a self-imposed exile  

are the reverse: the intersection is broken by the occasional demands of society, which we avoid if we can. 
Our art practices are necessarily close, with our present studios under one roof, as always. Friend and former  

carry our studios with us wherever we go, making deposits in our photographic seed bank as we travel. 

of authorship came to a head as we began using the photographs in our own respective work, and we felt 
a precedent needed to be established. The deeper discussion arrived at the body as intellectual property. 
From a theatrical or performance-based standpoint, either of us using these photos carte blanche would 
be somewhat dismissive of the partnership in which they are devised. The nature of the photographic  
sessions is an intimate theatricality, with one or the other of us directing the action, or creating scenarios 
in play. The collaborative photographs differ from photos from life that Peters has used in the past: they 
are not snaps taken around the house, and are not incidental, they are not stand-ins for a modeled pose. 
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As in his paintings, autobiography in our photographic work is a subtle and elusive thing. Viewers, critics 
and writers have attributed his paintings to his former wife, and subsequently me, rather across the board. 
She and I pan up in the sieve that people shake the paintings through; in fact the truth is inscrutable, 

 
imbued with his domestic situation, the way he and I work and live is more actively engaged in an  
entwined sensibility. The paintings reveal this passionate closeness, for those who know, and the  
photographs in the paintings do too. But you need to know nothing to look at the work, any of it. It is a 

photos are ours, we co-author all of them, for better or worse.

In Subcutaneous Reckoning

 
boredom, or an unfortunate tendency to womanizing. At the time we took the photos for SR, we were 

his work invited a slew of verbal abuse and shunning. My vulnerability is palpable in the Subcutaneous 
pictures, as I am marked with dark birds or nude in a public site. The scenes we depict in our digital work 
reckon with vulnerability, exposure, passion and lust. Sometimes they are domestic in nature, other times, 
not. It is a product of our living and working closely, foreheads pressed together, and to the lenses of our 
respective cameras. 

Kathline Carr

Superexposure 2009

Digital collection, images 

(collaborations with 



The Cabinet 
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Untitled (Reclining Figure) 



Baggage 

Oil on canvas, wood, 

glass, 60” x 40”
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Truro Mother 

Oil on canvas, wood, 
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Fanny on the Bayside 



Golden Room 
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Yellow Wall 
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Window 
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Red Studio, Blue Sky 



Diver 2002/7

Oil on canvas, wood, wax, wire, 29” x 36” x 3”
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Bath in Italy 
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Sea Barn 2002



Black Curtain 

Oil on canvas, wood, wax, 20” x 20” x 7”
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Blue Studio with Divan 2003
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Open Heart 2004/7



Night Bather 2002/7
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Kate Reading 
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74 Rue de Charonne 2009
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Studio with Black Painting and Figure 



Wig 
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Pedestal 2006

Oil on canvas, photo, 
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Shadow 

Oil on canvas, 

72” x 60”



TV 

Oil on canvas, photo (collaboration with Kathline Carr), glass, 46” x 62”
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Black Window 



Two Black Windows 

Oil, conti, wax, photo (collaboration with Kathline Carr) on primed paper, 29” x 40”



Nightadoration (scene from an imaginary play) 



Kathline Carr & Jim Peters

Subcutaneous Reckoning 





Study in Gray and Red 



Nightswimmer 



Evening Blue 

Oil on canvas, 36” x 42”



Lust in the Brick Room 



Whose Dream is This? 2009

(earlier stage)



Whose Dream is This? 2009
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Requiem 
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